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LIGHTROOM BASIC ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS 
Jenny Lens, MFA, Most Published Early Punk Rock Photographer, first gen West Coast, 1976-80. 

 
Basic overview organizing thousands of images. Using Lightroom since v3 (now V5). Wish I started sooner! 

Awesomely amazing! Usually, if I have so many items they can’t be seen in one large computer screen, time to 
break into another Main folder. Sometimes I have to break into various multiple folders for ease of use.  

 
My Textures collection is so large I can’t drag items from one folder to another. So I created several folders 

which I can collapse some while moving. 
 

 
 

Three Main Windows: 
Stock-PhotosArt-Folders: 
I dedicated one folder to only to stock photos, plus photos (objects, flowers) I’ve taken. I’ve been collecting 

digital clip art since the early 1990s. From CDs to online. Plus clip art books for decades. 
 
Left Section: folder organization mirros how it is organized in my hard drive (or drives when applicable).  
 
Move folders, images, rename all INSIDE of Lightroom. It’s a database. Import, export, move, delete, add, 

rename on desktop and LR gets lost.  
 
Middle Section: various views and tools. Thumbnail slider is on bottom right of middle section. I moved 

slider to view a full screen of thumbs.  
 
There’s also keys or buttons to color code, rate, rotate and other items. I love color labeling. Great way to 

quickly label and sort images per each task.  
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Right Section: tons of tools, from quick develop, keywords, meta data (copyright info), image sizes (sadly, 

they think resolution not worthy. If you print, res is vital. I so often have to launch Photoshop just to determine if 
image print worthy. Dumb move, Adobe.  

 
Bottom Section: thumbnail slider. 
 
You choose your viewing options. Fill the screen w/just one photo or all the bells and whistles. Your choice.  
 

 
 

Textures-Folders-ShadowHouse: 
I currently use 3 Main Textures folders. Sub-folders in each of them. LR experts say databases should be 

under 100,000 files. Oops, I’ve almost double that. Some of my files are dupes in various sizes, res and formats. 
Would take a week to clean it out, cos I’ve been involved with digital images since 1987.  

 
The funny little pencil, or plus signs or other icons in bottom right are annoying. The pencil means I changed 

the metadata. LR has a really annoying habit of adding the wrong metadata when I import. Wants to make 
everything © Jenny Lens 2013. No, I don’t put my copyright on other people’s art. Not 2013 anymore.  

 
Select All, change the Copyright info in the Right Section, then Sync. But it adds that silly pencil.  
 
The + means the image has been changed. In all cases, I find these symbols beyond annoying. Didn’t say 

Lightroom was perfect. (My pet peeve: ongoing issues, like crashing or stalling when importing, which drive long 
time users nuts, cos Adobe won’t fix them).  
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Wood-SubFolders: 

Use of SubFolders. First is Textures2, then Wood, then Wood Ornament of … I often keep as much source 
info as I can. So many creatives sell / license clip art and photos. But they don’t name files or include keywords, 
let alone their company name. How are people supposed to give credit or buy more products? Make it easier to 
find the creative and use the art. How long does it take? Not that long for the financial gains and credit in the 
world. Think about it.  

When I add my copyright to my photos here, FB and other online sites display some of the metadata. Get in 
the habit of using metadata! 

Many online photo ecommerce stores give you plugins to upload your images directly from Lightroom. Talk 
about efficiency! 

 
Textures 2LilOwls-Folders-CU: 

Some of the many textures I’ve purchased from Denise Love, 2 Lil Owls. CloseUp vs the smaller thumbs grid. 
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Stock-PhotosArt-Grid-Folders: 

 
Use of SubFolders and Color Labels. I wanted to quickly create screen shots, so I clicked on my folder and View 
— Color Labels. Easy peasy! Below: Stock-PhotosArt-4Up: Same files, move slider for 4 Up view. 
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Stock-PhotosArt-FlowersCU: 
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Folder is _FlowersJennyLens, inside of FlowersGreenRain, primarily stock photos. Only my photos should 

have my name in the copyright section.  
 
You can see various SubFolders. Best, Jpg, Rest are common folders. This way I can readily refer to 

something. Plus I numbered some, still need to sort some (always) and so on.  
 
Organize the folders CONSISTENTLY so it’s a non-thinking habit.  
 

 
Develop-Crop-Wisteria: 

The Crop tool is basic and easy to use. One of my most used tools. 
 
Basic Develop Screen.  
 
Left Section: Presets. I’ve purchased a ton of Lightroom Presets. I rarely use them, but sometimes handy 

when needed.  
 
Right Section: the heart of Develop. Tons of tools and settings. I usually crop, plus great feature to straighten 

and flatten photos. If you like closeups, as I do, or even buildings, painting on a wall, etc straight objects get 
slightly distorted. Lightroom is great for that! 
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Lightroom has many of the same tools as Adobe Camera Raw (ACR) and Photoshop. Cos I’ve used 
Photoshop since 1990, version 1, I tend to just switch over for fine tuning like color correction and touchups.  

 
Usually (but not always) digital photos are fine for Lightroom, but scans of my punk rock slides and negs, 

press clippings, etc work best in Photoshop for me. To each his or her own. The minute I want to composite or 
layer, off to Photoshop, directly from Lightroom. 

 
 

 
 

BEFORE + AFTER LIGHTROOM DEVELOP 
 
Wisteria on left, straight from camera. On right, after tweaking with Presets and varius settings, and cropping. 

Fun times. Except my neighbor removed the small wisteria bush. Usually people grow it hanging off their front 
porch. Much further awy than 3 feet with my 70-200 zoom lens. 
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My classic, iconic and some rarely seen Punk Photos posted in my online store. I can readily refer to this 
folder. JennyLensPunkPhotoSample1-4: (a treat at the end). 

 
Better yet is my folder of prepared photos. I look to my Photo Order folder to see what is good to go. Then, if 

needed, my Scans folder to pull up the original, right-click Edit in Photoshop, choose original or copy, then color 
correct, crop, add appropriate white margins and then send to lab. I refer to my many folders photos to send out or 
post jpgs. Or play with them. 

 
Saves HOURS of work. Fun times! I used to spend so much time opening up tons of photos to determine 

quality and contents. Now it’s just a few keystrokes. YAY!! 
 
Ok, if THIS is ALL you do in Lightroom, it’s worth the $9.99/month. Which also includes Photoshop, Bridge 

and Behance. I cannot express how MUCH Lightroom has changed my life!! I struggled for decades trying to 
manage my thousands of punk photos, clip art, stock photos, downloads and more.  

 
Yes, I spend a HUGE amount of time organizing. When I wanna make something, then I save time. I get so 

excited seeing what I have. I often play in Lightroom just because. The more familiar we are with our stock art, 
photos, the more creative and productive we can become. 

 
DOWNSIDE USING LIGHTROOM: 

 
NO VECTOR or PDF support. You cannot see ai or eps. That is why it is so VITAL artists include jpg or 

png previews of all vector art to increase sales and make their customers happier.  
 
Bridge is a clunky piece of … you ever make something, then later create something way better, cos you 

learned from the first what not to do? But too lazy to redo the first project? That’s Bridge. Adobe won’t combine 
the two. Just let us see vector art!  

 
Stop crashing/stalling when importing. Changing the date of items is nutty. It imported scans from the 90s til 

recently, but changed the dates. I was not shooing in 1943 or 2036. Oy. I think the ppl who designed date segment 
are on drugs. Bad ones. Or just weird way of doing things. 

 
Although they design it for wedding photographers who archive each project, that’s simply not possible for 

me. I use stock photos and clip art and my punk pix all at once. So I have an extremely large database. It leaks 
RAM like crazy too. I use a freebie utility to free up RAM. Annoying, because this was not a problem a few 
months ago. Makes me think newer version has a serious RAM issue. Although some online say it’s a Mac issue. 
Plus, online people comment online about other long standing issues.  

 
So not all is perfect in this world. BUT compared to anything else, Lightroom is a life saver. Fun too!! Yes, so 

much fun! Enjoy! 
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Jenny Lens Punk Photos easily uploaded into Online Photo Store, 1, AC/DC to Fashion 
 

Folder with all my posted store photos. Easy to find, update and upload. 
 

My classic, infamous photo of Debbie Harry, Blondie’s LA Debut, Whisky, Feb 1977 is selected.  
You can see it highlighted in the grid and thumbnail slider. 

 
AC/DC, Alice Bag, Arthur J and the Gold Cups, Avengers, Black Randy, Blondie, Boomtown Rats,  

Cars, Chris Spedding, Chuck Berry, CLASH, Cramps, Crime, Dead Boys,  
Devo, Howard Devoto, Dictators, Fashion w/Belinda Go-Go, Alice Bag and others. 
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Jenny Lens Punk Photos easily uploaded into Online Photo Store, 2, Fashion to Germs 
 

Folder with all my posted store photos. Easy to find, update and upload. 
 

My classic, infamous photo of Darby Crash, at the Masque, November 23, 1977 is selected.  
You can see it highlighted in the grid and thumbnail slider. 

 
Fashion (Go-go Belinda, Divine, some Bags, Germs, Runaways/Joan Jett,  

Screamers, Sex Pistols, X, and other cool ppl), Germs. 
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Jenny Lens Punk Photos easily uploaded into Online Photo Store, 3, Germs to Talking Heads 
 

Folder with all my posted store photos. Easy to find, update and upload. 
 

My classic, infamous photo of the Screamers, my most beloved LA punk photo, Spring 1977 is selected.  
You can see it highlighted in the grid and thumbnail slider. 

 
Germs, Go-go’s, Jam, Jeffrey Lee Pierce/Gun Club, Bob Marley, Nuns, Patti Smith, PIL, Police,  

Andy Warhol, Rolling Stones, Ron Asheton, Runaways / Joan Jett, Screamers, Sex Pistols, Talking Heads. 
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Jenny Lens Punk Photos easily uploaded into Online Photo Store, 4, Sex Pistols to X 
 

Folder with all my posted store photos. Easy to find, update and upload. 
 

Iconic photo of Exene, chosen by her and seen on CD cover, book cover, magazines,  
books, documentaries and collected by fans. 

 
Sex Pistols, Talking Heads, Televsion, Tom Waits and Chuck E Weiss, Ultravox,  

David Lee Roth and Eddie Van Halen, Weirdos, X.  
 

 
Ok, now go play with Lightroom. See ya on the other side. Have fun! 


